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We simplify and centralize 

payment ecosystems, 
achieving an unbeatable time-to-market, 
increasing the competitiveness of your 
business and facilitating rapid and unlimited 
growth. Our solutions increase your ROI at 
lower costs for your business, with cutting-
edge technology and innovative solutions.

Trust our high-performance scaffolding

Experience in payment methods
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E2E
A unified and centralized platform 
facilitates your business agility

CLAI PAYMENTS® provides a complete and secure 
solution to manage the life cycle of transactions and 
cards, in a unified manner. This allows for unlimited 
growth in your business, all the while generating  
innovative products that guarantee the best experience 
for your customers.

Our structure simplifies the integration of all your 
channels and payments with a complete service.

INDUSTRIES

Financial 
Companies

Banks
Enterprise payment platform

Atm management

Pos management

Card management systems

Security processes and fraud identification engine

Payment tests / simulations

Reconciliation and settlement

Real-time transactional monitor 

Communication with local and international networks

Authorization and standing

Payment 
Processors

Retails and 
Commerce

Travel and 
Transportation

SOLUTIONS

Payment Application 
Data Security Standard
PCI PA DSS v3.2 validated
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Contact Us

Learn how CLAI PAYMENTS® can help streamline 
and make your payment ecosystem profitable

Visit clai.com
Or contact us at: contact@clai.com
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CLAI PAYMENTS®

We are experts in providing comprehensive payment solutions for banks, financial companies 
and retail inter alia. We cover the entire transactional process, cryptographic security, back-
office management, channel management, payment methods and analytical solutions with 
continuous optimization for digital payment platforms 


